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Abstract—In this paper, the weakness of the traditional matrix division methods for giant matrix transpose is pointed; Specific to the nature of the giant matrices' transpose and based on the characteristics of asynchronous PRAM parallel computing model, some new division (such as booklet belt division, closed-loop division and Checkerboard-belt-shaped compound division) methods are proposed for improving the traditional existing matrix division methods, and their new parallel transpose algorithms for giant matrices are advanced; The correspondence pressure between machines computational capability and enormously computing quantity in the parallel transpose process are reduced, while the parallel processing operating efficiency are enhanced, and the cost of parallel processing realization should be brought down by these new parallel algorithms (which could be realized on the cluster of workstations) based on division methods used fully the symmetrical characteristic of the giant matrix transpose operation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the economy and society's development, the amount of information rapidly grows which the people need to process. We are in an era of a knowledge explosion. Matrix tabulation is an effective and important tool used to describe and process information. But with the increasing amount of information, the matrices need to deal with of which a considerable part are huge matrices. The traditional approach can’t be able to adequately satisfy us to the needs of rapidly dealing with complex information. Under this background, people propose a new idea -- parallel processing to deal with complex information. Literatures [1-6] have conducted the research separately from the different angle to the matrix transpose operation's parallelization processing question. Up to day, the existing study of large-scale parallel computing matrix transpose, almost all based on the traditional division method -- straight belt division or the checkerboard division. However, these two kinds of division method using for the matrix transpose operation have a common shortcoming: Have not noted the symmetrical characteristics of the matrix transpose operation, many elements need assign operations for exchange mutually in different region. So various processor need to correspond frequently among them in the parallel processing.

In the realization of the complex issues of parallel processing, how to decompose appropriately a complex question into some sub-questions is an extremely important and basic step. It has a direct bearing on the realization of parallel processing and parallel processing efficiency. In order to clear the stemming from this reason, the author has made the improvement to the traditional matrix division strategy, several new kinds of new division strategy in view of the matrix transposition operation were proposed in literature [7]. These new kinds of division strategy have ingeniously used the symmetrical characteristic of the matrix transpose operation. In these division methods, assign the elements needing to exchange mutually in the identical region. In parallel processing, it can effectively reduce the intensity of communication among the processors, and solve restrictions on parallel processing because of correspondence blocking. Now, the further research from the asynchronous PRAM parallel computation model angle to the giant matrix transpose operation parallelization processing question has been studied in this paper, and some parallel algorithms for the giant matrix transpose operation which realize on the cluster of workstations has constructed still.

II. PRAM MODEL SUMMARY [8]
A. Describing the PRAM Model

PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) model, namely parallel random access machine, also called the shared memory of the SIMD model which is one kind of abstract parallel computing model. In this kind of model, assuming there is a shared buffer memory of which the capacity is infinitely great. The number of processors is limit or unlimited. Those processors have the same function and can take the simple arithmetic operation and the logical judge. Exchange the data mutually in any time in various processors through the sharing memory cell. The PRAM model’s merit is: It is particularly suited to the expression of parallel algorithms, analysis and comparison; simple to use, many such as: communication between the processor, memory management and synchronization process, such as low level details of the parallel computer are hidden in the model; easy-to-design Algorithms and can be slightly modified to run on different machines in parallel; also has the possibility to join the question in the PRAM model such as synchronization and communication. Therefore, this model has been widely used in the algorithm sector.

B. Asynchronous PRAM Model (APRAM)

Model characteristic: Phase PRAM model is an asynchronous PRAM model, simply record it as APRAM, is composed by P processor, its characteristic is that each processor has all its bureau to save, the partial clock and the partial procedure; Correspondence process between the processor shares the global memory; the non-overall situation clock, various processors asynchronous carry out respective instruction independently; any time dependence between the processor need to rely on the synchronization Barrier joined in various processors' procedure; An instruction can complete in a non-identified (unbounded) but limited period of time.

In APRAM model instruction type: In the APRAM model has four kinds of instructions:

1) The overall situation reads, reads the overall situation memory cell's in content to save in the person bureau;
2) The partial operation, playing execution operation to the data saved in the bureau, its result is saved in the person bureau;
3) The overall situation writes, read the content saved in the person bureau in the overall situation memory cell;
4) The synchronization, the synchronization is a logical spot in computation. In this spot, various processors must wait for other processor, and then can continue to carry out its local program (shown as Fig. 1).

In this paper, constructing parallel algorithm for the matrix transpose operation is based on the symmetrical booklet belt division method and the closed-loop division method. These two kinds of division methods have considered fully the matrix transpose operation's symmetrical characteristic. Put the elements which are symmetrical about the principal diagonal in the identical processor, because we will only need to exchange those elements in the matrix transpose operation. Therefore carries on the algorithm design according to these two kinds of division method, the merit is: In the processor parallel processing, various processors do not need to exchange data with each other. Therefore the algorithm constructed in this paper does not need to set up the synchronization Barrier. It can avoid the disruption in the parallel processing process, because various processors don’t wait for the correspondence (as shown in Fig. 2).

III. THE DIVISION METHOD FORGIANT MATRIX

A. Two Typical Traditional Division Methods

Both band division method and chess-board division method are two typical traditional division methods in matrix parallel processing.

1) Band division method

The characteristic of band division method is: dividing the given giant matrix into some vertical (or level) bands including some whole entire row or some whole entire columns. Each of them will be assigned to the different processor. These columns (or rows) can be continuous or isometric phases. The former called as continuous block strip, the latter called as cycle band division, as shown in Fig. 3 (where P_x represents processor x, “i, j” represents separately the row number and column number of the element a_{ij} of the given matrix).

2) Chess-board division method

The characteristic of chess-board division method is: the given giant matrix is divided into a number of sub-matrixes. Each of them is assigned to one different processor. Each of processors has non-complete rows or columns (as shown in Fig. 4).
above viewpoint is merely from the partial angle to understand the relationship between matrix $A$ and its transposed matrix $A^T$. The traditional division methods are precisely based on this traditional viewpoint. In fact, we can view to use the relationship between matrix $A$ and its transposed matrix $A^T$ from a broader vision. Two important isomorphic natures should be found at least: 1) The row $i$ of $A$ is just the column $i$ of $A^T$, (where $i=1,2,3,…,n$); 2) As for the division form for dividing the elements of a matrix, we can conduct the research from the different angle of view. So, using the isomorphic natures about the relationship between matrix $A$ and its transposed matrix $A^T$, some isomorphic new methods of parallel computing division for special large numerical matrixes’ transposing are created in this paper as follows.

(1) Oblique bell division methods

The elements of matrix $A$ can be distributed into some oblique belts which are parallel with the main (or vice) diagonal line (as shown in Fig. 5). So $A^T$ can be obtained by exchanging the elements in two oblique belts which are symmetric about the main (or vice) diagonal line. Based on this new isomorphic idea, oblique belt divisions are given as following.

![Oblique belt division](image)

The oblique belt division contains two different division methods according to its oblique direction: the right oblique belt division method and the left oblique belt division method. A large matrix could be divided into some symmetrical oblique belts (named as Belt$_i$) which are parallel with the main (or vice) diagonal line of the given matrix (as shown in Fig. 5). In the right oblique belt division method, the oblique Belt$_i$ contains two symmetrical oblique belts (i. e. Belt$_i$ and Belt$_i$) which are parallel with the main diagonal line. One locate the right of the main diagonal line, the other locate the left of the main diagonal line. The bandwidth of the two oblique belts must be equal. But the bandwidth of Belt$_i$ is not necessary to equal with the bandwidth of Belt$_i$ (where $i\neq j$). In the left oblique belt division method, one oblique belt contains two parts which are symmetrical about the main diagonal line. One locate the right of the main diagonal line, the other locate the left of the main diagonal line. The bandwidth of the two oblique belts must be equal. But the bandwidth of Belt$_i$ is not necessary to equal with the bandwidth of Belt$_i$ (where $i\neq j$). However, in order to balance each processor’s workload, the following tactics for oblique belt division should be used:

1) Oblique belt division with equal bandwidth

### B. New Methods for Dividing Giant Matrix

We can obtain the transposed matrix $A^T$ of the given matrix $A$ by exchanging the element $a_{ij}$ and $a_{ji}$ in the given matrix $A$ (where $i=1,2,3,…,n$; $j=1,2,3,…,n$). The
If the bandwidth of all oblique belts is equal to each other, then every processor could save and process one symmetric oblique belts group at the same time, which is composed of four belts: belt\textsubscript{i}, belt\textsuperscript{'}\textsubscript{i}, belt\textsubscript{p-i+1} and belt\textsuperscript{'}\textsubscript{p-i+1} (where belt\textsubscript{i} and belt\textsuperscript{'}\textsubscript{i} are symmetric about the main diagonal line, belt\textsubscript{p-i+1} and belt\textsuperscript{'}\textsubscript{p-i+1} are symmetric too). When carries on the transpose operation to a matrix, the symmetrical elements about the main diagonal line must be carried on exchanging mutually. The asynchronous parallel assigned operations for exchanging of each group symmetrical elements included in the belt\textsubscript{i}, belt\textsuperscript{'}\textsubscript{i}, belt\textsubscript{p-i+1} and belt\textsuperscript{'}\textsubscript{p-i+1} should be planed in the same processor. Therefore in parallel processing matrix transpose operation process, only need to carry on asynchronous parallel exchanging the symmetric elements in each processor's interior, but does not need to exchange the data between various processors. So the enormous correspondence costs of exchanging the data between various processors can be reduced greatly. In addition, in order to balance the various processors' workload, take the following allocation strategy: Long belts and short belts combined as one group, of which the elements' total equals and matches to another group mutually and approximately, should be set in the same one processor for exchanging assignment.

Therefore, the new oblique belts division method could improve the efficiency of the giant matrix transpose operation, and will be “the bigger, the more”.

(2) Right angle belt division methods

Right angle belt division includes three types about the shape and direction shown as Fig. 6:

Type 1: Band-length-reducing right angle belt division (which means: The longer length of belt is, the more the number of belt is); Type 2: Band-length-raising right angle belt division (which means: The shorter the length of belt is, the less the number of belt is); Type 3: Triangle-symmetric-band-length-raising right angle belt division (which means: It is the combination of the halves from the above two types).

In the three type of right angle belt division, the bandwidth satisfies the following condition: 1≤bandwidth≤k<n. It is obvious that all elements locating on the both sides of one right angle belt should be assigned to the same processor for exchanging. In order to balance each processor workload, should introduce the following strategy in right-angle belt division method:

1) Right angle belt division with equal bandwidth

If all right angle belts' bandwidth is equal, then each processor could save and process a distance-total right angle belts group at the same time, which is composed of two belts: belt\textsubscript{i} and belt\textsubscript{p-i+1} (the total of the distances from belt\textsubscript{i} and belt\textsubscript{p-i+1} to the high end of the main diagonal line is constant equal to p+1). Therefore in parallel processing matrix transpose operation process, only need to carry on exchanging the symmetric elements in each processor's interior, but does not need to exchange the data between various processors. So it can reduce correspondence costs enormously.

2) Right angle belts division with unequal bandwidth

i. If some right angle belts' bandwidth is not equal, but the number of elements included in each right angle belt is approximately equal, then each processor can save and process a right angle belt at the same time; ii. If the bandwidth of all right angle belts are not equal, but the number of elements included in each equal distance-total belt group consisted of belt\textsubscript{i} and belt\textsubscript{p+i} is approximately equal, then processor \textsubscript{p}, could save and process the elements included in two right angle belts (i.e. belt\textsubscript{i} and belt\textsubscript{p+i}) without exchanging date with other processor.

So the new right angle belts division method could improve the efficiency of the giant matrix transpose operation further.

3) Lap belt division method
Consider the special and interesting fact: it is the most natural that all elements which are placed on the same lap form the outermost to the most internal of a given matrix should be divided into the same group, as shown in Fig. 7.

In general speaking, all the laps of a given matrix could be named as lap$_1$, lap$_2$, lap$_3$, ..., lap$_m$ (where m=[$(n+1)/2$]≤P) form outside to inside.

Lap belt division with equal bandwidth

If the bandwidth of all lap belts is equal, then processor P$_i$ could save and process one equal distance-total belt group consisted of lap belt$_i$ and lap belt$_{p-i+1}$ (for the total of the distances from lap belt$_i$ and lap belt$_{p-i+1}$ to the most internal of the center lap belt (Notice: the center lap belt is just the most internal lap belt) is constant equal to [$(n+1)/2$]). It is clear that the elements included in lap belt$_i$ and lap belt$_{p-i+1}$ are assigned to a processor for parallel processing. When these elements are exchanged in the matrix transpose operation, only need to carry on exchanging the symmetric elements in each processor’s interior, but does not need to exchange the data between various processors. So it can reduce correspondence costs enormously.

Lap belts division with unequal bandwidth that:

2) If the bandwidth of all lap belts are not equal, but the number of elements included in each equal distance-total belt group consisted of lap belt$_i$ and lap belt$_{p-i+1}$ is approximately equal, then processor P$_i$ could save and process the elements included in two lap belts (i.e. lap belt$_i$ and lap belt$_{p-i+1}$) without exchanging date with other processors.

Therefore, the new lap belts division method could improve the efficiency of the matrix transpose operation.

(4) Checkerboard-belt compound division

Under checkerboard division, although correspondence intensity between various processors is high, this division method’s merit is: In the division initial stage, the matrix’s elements are divided into some blocks, so the matrix division operation is easier to achieve. Speaking of the belt-shaped division, the situation is opposite with it. The belt-shaped division can reduce correspondence pressure between various processors enormously, but the division operation is difficult to realize. Therefore this fact inspires us to compose both checkerboard division and the belt-shaped division into one new matrix division method—checkerboard belt-shaped compound division. This merit of this new type division is: on the one hand, it can reduce correspondence pressure between various processors enormously; on the other hand, it is easy to realize. The steps for realizing this division as follows:

Step 1: Carry on the division according to the checkerboard belt-shaped compound division to the matrix; Step 2: Carry on the division according to the belt-shaped division to the sub-block (i.e. every smaller checkerboard-block) obtained in Step 1.

The checkerboard belt-shaped compound division process can be shown in Fig. 8.

IV. CONSTRUCTING PARALLEL ALGORITHM

A. Reviewing the Parallel Algorithm Based on Traditional Division Methods

(1) Reviewing the parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation based on the checkerboard division method

Construct the parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation based on the checkerboard division method according the following three steps: Step 1: Carry on the iterative division to the matrix. Firstly, matrix is divided into 4 small sub-matrices; then separately divide those small matrices into 4$^2$ smaller sub-matrices, ..., until the original matrix is divided $4^k$-P ($P$ is the number of processors) smaller sub-matrices as correspond sub-blocks; Step 2: Regarding those sub-blocks as element, carry on the transposition operation to them; Step 3: Carry on the transposition in each sub-block’s interior. Realize the step 2 and step 3 can be shown as Fig. 9.

The shortcoming of this parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation based on the chessboard division method: In the early, because of the relatively small number of matrix the load of communication lines is few and low. But when the computing is going on, while the problems to be computed are more and more complicated, the number of sub-matrix increases rapidly, so that the
The load of communication lines will be growing more rapidly.

(2) Reviewing the parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation based on the straight belt-shaped division method

As shown in Fig. 10, regarding a matrix $A_{m \times n}$ using $n$ processors to carry on transpose operation to $A_{n \times m}$ based on lever band division.

At the beginning, the matrix's element $(i,0)$, $(i,1)$, ..., $(i,n-1)$ are located in processor $P_i$, where $(i,j)$ is used to represent element $a_{ij}$. Then after the transposition, the element $(i,0)$ is located in processor $P_0$, the element $(i,1)$ is located in processor $P_1$, and so on. In the transposition process, each processor will transmit the different value to other processors. In fact, it is many to many individual correspondences.

The shortcoming of this parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation based on the based division method: The matrix transpose algorithm based on the strip division requires each processor to communicate with other processors. That requires high capacity of communication lines between processors. Some processors may sometimes suspend because the communication lines are blocking, so that affect the normal operation of processors, and processors can not fully play to their potential.

B. Constructing Parallel Algorithms Based on The New Division Methods

(1) Constructing parallel algorithm based on Right angle symmetrical belt division

Taking the division method shown in Fig.6A as an example, explain how to design a parallel algorithm for the matrix transpose operation based on Right angle symmetrical belt division. Assuming the number of rows of the given matrix is “m”, the number of columns of the given matrix is “n” where suppose $m=n$ for indicating conveniently (when $m \neq n$, the processing method is similar to $m=n$), the number of processors is “$P$, $e=[n/P]$.

The shortcoming of this parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation based on the chessboard division method: In the early, because of the relatively small number of matrix the load of communication lines is few and low. But when the computing is going on, while the problems to be computed are more and more complicated, the number of sub-matrix increases rapidly, so that the load of communication lines will be growing more rapidly.

---

**Figure 9. The 8x8 matrix transposition based on the checkerboard division**

**Figure 10. 4 processors, 4x4 matrix transposition**

**Figure 11. Matrix’s dividing result of right angle symmetrical belt division**
of right angle symmetrical belt division can be shown as Fig.11 (where element \(a_{ij}\) is described simply as \(i,j\) for convenience, \(i\leq j\); by analogy to other following figures).

In order to broadcast belt “k” to workstation \(i\) (where \(k=0,1, \ldots, p-1\)) and to balance the workload of the workstation, assign the elements included in the fold belts to workstation \(i\) (where \(i=0,1, \ldots, e-1\)) to workstation \((e-1)-(p-1)\) and separately put the elements into the same array-shared. Finally, put the remaining elements into the workstation \(p-1\). Carry on the parallel processing in \(p\) workstations, each workstation separately carries on the transpose operation to the elements which receives from the main engine. After the parallel operation finished, return the result according to the input order to the main engine, as shown in Fig.12:

The cycle of displacement operation in various workstations: In the matrix division stage, the symmetrical booklet belt division already fully uses the symmetrical characteristic of matrix transpose operation. Therefore, in every workstation, we only need to carry on a number of the cycle of displacement operation to the corresponding arrays. Then complete the transposition operation to the input elements.

![Figure 12. Cluster of workstations (COW)](image)

Below take one of input array \((a_{11}, a_{12}, a_{13}, \ldots, a_{1n}, \ldots, a_{k1}, \ldots, a_{kl}\)) in the first workstation as an example, explain how to realize the cycle of displacement operation in each workstation (shown as Fig. 13 to 14).

![Figure 13. The cycle of displacement operation](image)

The exchange operation process among the matrix’s elements is expressed and shown as Fig. 14.

![Figure 14. The exchange operation process among the matrix’s elements](image)

Step 1: Carry on the division operation to the input matrix according to the right angle symmetrical belt division method which is introduced in the preceding text; {Through this operation, the elements of the input matrix are divided into a series of Symmetrical belt regions}

Step 2: For \(j=0\) to \(p-1\) do {The division result which obtains in Step1 will be broadcasted to \(p\) workstations}

\// {Beginning of the multi-operations’ loop-body}

Send the elements in the fold belts to workstation \(p_j\);

Receive the elements in the fold belts from the main engine

\// {Ending of the multi-operations’ loop-body}

Step 3: For \(j=0\) to \(p-1\) p-ar-do {Carry on the parallel processing in \(p\) workstations}

Carry on the the cycle of displacement operation in each workstation;

Step 4: Broadcasts the workstation's processing result to the main engine according to the input order.

!!! {Finished}

Comparing with the right angle fold belt division method, the closed-loop belt-shaped division's improvement is: It can well balance various processors’ work load. Along with the matrix scale expansion, this merit is more obvious. But speaking of the design parallel algorithm, algorithmic design process is similar. No longer give unnecessary detail of it here. Only give the Fig. 15 for indicating the basic philosophy of the
transposition operation under the lap (i.e., closed loop) belt-shaped division.

(2) Constructing parallel algorithm based on checkerboard belt-shaped compound division method K-levers model of multi-storey nested Cluster of workstations

In the ordinary cluster of workstations parallel computing system, there are only one main engine and the many workstations which are at the same position. Because of ordinary cluster of workstation group's this characteristic, using this parallel computing to process complex question has the following flaw: Can only carry on division operation to the complex question one time, when the question has the multi-storey structure, the ordinary cluster of workstations displays much limitation. Based on this reason, carry on the expansion to the ordinary cluster of workstations and propose one kind of new parallel computing system -- K-levers model of multi-storey Cluster of workstations advanced in this article. This new parallel computing system's structure can be shown as Fig.16.

Converting parallel algorithm

Constructing parallel algorithm based on the three-levers tree multi-storey nested Cluster of workstations, the process is:

1) Divide the given matrix into some sub-blocks in the first-level main engine according to the checkerboard division method, and broadcast separately various sub-blocks to the second-level main engines;

2) Carry on the belt-shaped division to the sub-blocks which receive from the first-level main engine in each second-level main engine, and broadcast separately the result to the govern workstations;

3) Respectively return the result processed in the workstations to the second-level main engines, and carry on the correspondence between second-level main engines to exchange the date which receive from the govern workstations;

4) Return the exchanging result from the second-level main engines to the first-level main engine. Hence the matrix transpose operation finished.

Involving three correspondences in the above parallel processing's process, respectively is: The first-level main engine ↔ second-level main engines; the second-level main engine ↔ the govern workstations; the second-level main engines ↔ the third-level main engines.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 17. One-to-All Personalized and one point accumulated communication model**

It is “the first-level main engine ↔ the second-level main engines; the second-level main engine ↔ the govern workstations” that means of communication model is the One-to-All Personalized and One point accumulated communication (shown as Fig.17).

The correspondence of “the second-level main engines ↔ the second-level main engines” should follow the principle: exchanging the symmetrical sub-blocks. Take the 4×4 checkerboard division as an example to explain this exchanging principle. As shown in Fig.18:

**Algorithm Eg02:** {Matrix transpose parallel algorithm based on checkerboard belt-shaped compound division method}

Input: Goal Matrix;
Output: Transposed matrix;

>>> {Starting}

Step 1: Divide the input matrix into some sub-blocks in the first-level main engine according to the checkerboard division method;

Step 2: For j=0 to p-1 do {Broadcast the division result which obtains in the Step1 to the p second-level main engines}

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Send sub-block } j \text{ to second-level main engine } p_j; \\
\text{Receive sub-block from the first-level main engine}
\end{array}
\]

// {Ending of the multi-operations’ loop-body}

Step 3: For j=0 to p-1 par-do {Carry on the parallel processing in p second-level main engines}

Call Algorithm eg01 as sub-algorithm; {where Algorithm eg01 is use as sub-algorithm in this Algorithm eg02}

Step4: Respectively return the result processed in the workstations to the second-level main engines;

Step5: Exchange the information between p second-level main engines following the principle: exchanging the symmetrical sub-blocks;

Step6: Return the exchanging result from the second-level main engines to the first-level main engine according to the input order.

!!! {Finished}
V. CONCLUSION

The matrix transpose is in the signal processing a very important research area. Now, on the one hand, the request for processing speed becomes more and more high. Even requests the realization real-time processing; on the other hand, the information becomes more and more complex. Inevitable must draw support from the parallel processing technology regarding complex information's processing. Before construct parallel algorithm for matrix transpose operation, must solve the following question: How to carry on the division to the matrix. In this paper, firstly, make the improvement to the existing matrix division method and introduce the symmetrical booklet belt division, closed-loop division and Checkerboard -- belt-shaped compound division. Then based on these kinds of division method, construct some parallel algorithms for the matrix transpose operation, which realize on the cluster of workstations.
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